Remotely deliver software updates to your ATMs
Managing software on self-service devices is becoming more complex. Industry compliance and risk audits require that the latest software patches are installed regularly across your base. Understanding which security patches are needed for ATMs and demonstrating compliance to auditors can be a lengthy and expensive process. NCR Software Patch Management and Software Distribution Services provide a cost-effective way to identify, distribute and install required security patches on all your ATMs, while providing documentation to support your compliance audit.

• Helps keep your ATM network secure
  Address known security issues by allowing NCR to install recommended security patches and provide the latest security updates and bulletins. Updates are grouped into easy-to-manage packages for streamlined audit reviews and reporting.

• Reliable distribution and installation
  NCR offers a secure infrastructure to automate distribution of approved software packages. Key features such as rollback, bandwidth throttling and auditing provide reliable delivery of software packages.

• Extends and complements NCR Software Maintenance
  NCR Software Patch Management and Software Distribution Services complement NCR Software Maintenance by providing your ATM with software updates supported by NCR security best practices.

• Easy implementation
  NCR supplies all the essential hardware and software, complete with a secure public key infrastructure and encryption protocols, to protect the communications between the ATM and our distribution servers. This removes the need for you to implement dedicated infrastructure to support your compliance efforts.

For more information, visit www.ncr.com, or email services@ncr.com.
• **Comprehensive reporting**
  NCR provides a complete picture of the ATMs and patches installed in your network, along with summary reports showing distribution status. These reports support your audit process by demonstrating that your ATMs have the recommended patches installed.

• **Distribution of other software packages**
  In addition to managing the Microsoft® and NCR provided security patches, NCR Software Distribution Services can distribute and install packages supplied by you, such as additional software updates, marketing campaigns and other graphic files.

• **Lowers cost of ownership**
  Utilising NCR’s infrastructure, people and processes to protect your ATM environment allows you to receive the value of a secure network without the start-up costs and ongoing resources required to establish your own infrastructure to keep your software updated. NCR provides a turnkey solution that streamlines activities associated with software compliance.

### Key Features
- Simplified operations
- Low investment costs
- Access to industry experts
- Turnkey implementation
- Support for audit processes

### Why NCR?
With over 125 years of global experience and knowledge, 13,000 NCR-badged consultants and technical support experts and a network of customer care centres, NCR provides best-in-class services across multiple industries. We help our clients around the world improve their customer interactions, implement change quickly and proactively, and transform their businesses to become leaders and change agents. We can help you, too.